SPECIAL COUNCIL WORK MINUTES
MAY 11.202r
The City Council held a special meeting on Wednesday, May I l, 2021, at l:00 p.m. in the
City Council Chambers, 10 North Main Street, Cedar City, Utah.

MEMBERS PRESENT: Mayor Maile Wilson Edwards; Councilmembers: Ron Adams;
Terri Hartley; W. Tyler Melling; Scott Phillips
EXCUSED: Councilmember Crai g Isom.
STAFF PRESENT: City Manager Paul Bittmenn; City Recorder Renon Savage; Finance
Director Jason Norris; Economic Development Director Daru:ry Stewart; Events Director
Brad Abrams; Airport Manager Nick Holt; Water Superintendent Robbie Mitchell;
Collections Operator I Randy Clove; Wastewater Plant Manager Eric Bonzo; Street
Superintendent JeffHunter; Public Works Director Ryan Marshall; City Engineer Jonathan
Stathis.

OTHE

PRESENT: Garth Gre en, Carter Wilkey

Economic Devel ment: Danny Stewart - update on some projects we have been working
on. We have worked with EDC Utah for several years; we have a good relationship and they
have been down several times and it is starting to pay off. Project Beast, with EDC Utah, but
came to Cedar City first, they are a global company, headquartered in the Philippines, but
they are also in US. We are on the agenda Thursday and looking for State incentives, so they
will announce a Utah location. They were looking at 100,000 square foot building but
changed to looking at an existing smaller building and scaling up. They will Start with l0
employees and expand up to 30 and ifexpansion plans work out up to 150-200jobs. Great
jobs, higher paying machine jobs. We look forward to Thursday. They are not a heavy water
user. We have responded to dozens, but these are interested in Cedar City. Project Roll Out,
looking at 250,000 on 25-40 acres $ 150 million investrnent and 100jobs. Had a virtual site
visit in April and an in person visit on Thursday. They are looking at one other Utah and a
Nevada or Arizona site. Project Demeter, large agricultural company, they want 100-400
acres, and over 100 new jobs. They requested a site visit for next Thursday' The other one
came through EDC Utah and specifically asked for property here. We worked with EDC
Utah for Utah meta site 400+ acres with infrastructure on site. We got that classification
finished this year, waiting for it on the website, but they are looking at Iron Springs property.
They are tech related, l0-30 jobs initially. We hope to have thern here in the next few
months. Two projects that asked about Cedar City because ofthe SUU Aircraft
Maintenance. They want to locate on an airport, few jobs but high paying' Another
manufacturing, Project Renegade, began working with in April, 200,000 building over 100
jobs, this is early on. Another one that a real estate person called regarding Port 15 or Iron
Springs Project Buck Shot; we don't know much about them. That has been keeping us
hopping, it is a lot to keep track of.
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Looking to identiff specific projects in the Downtown to help the business district. I got the
first of two bids on the downtown sign and it is looking good. continued improvements on
center street and looking forward to continued improvements. we have been doing business
outreach and tours, look at some for expansion. A company been here for a few years is
looking at Port 15 for expansion. The Business Innovation center, Southwest Tech, SUU,
and the chamber are all involved, we are working with that to help provide tools for
businesses that are here and entrepreneurs that want help.

we are looking at the Economic Development website, we want to refurbish and update our
website on Industrial Development and Downtown and want to make it more robusi.
Adams - years ago we were talking at companies next to the airport, how much real estate do
we have left, do we need to look into the future to acquire more property. Some are fairly
small. we are developing so much residential around the Airport now; i am wondering if we
needlo be looking. Danny - that is a good question. These two projects are looking a-t about
10- 13 acres, we have that on Kittyhawk and Airyort Road. we hive some
in Airpori
Industrial. There is about 75 acres closer to Horse Alley. we are aware that there is some
property to the north ofthe Airport, we have had discussions with the owner to
expand the
size of the Airport fence to the north. Mayor the west side of the Airport inside ihe
fence is
available. with some large potential operations there is room but would require new
infrastructure. Danny - east ofthe Fire Station there is about 40 acres. There is opportunity
inside the fence. Phillips - what about the property to the south. Danny the airport
owns to
the fence. Across the street from the terminal up next to the rail. phillips
will
businesses
coming to U-56 hamper the Airport? Danny no. any bu ding permits must consider
distance to th-e Airport. The parcels around aviation way are privately owned.
some
property by Horse Alley is county property. phillips the property next to
wheeler, could
they put a 3-story hotel? Danny no, they would have to get approval from the
FAA. paul _
we will not get any residential or residential use o. o""upuncy in that area. commercial,
industrial or recreational can go there. Danny property to tlhe north, part of Equestrian
on

1600 North has remained in the commercial zoni. Adams there is a iot
west as shown on
the map. Phillips - we can develop that? Mayor yes, as long as it is airport
related.
-

Danny - for budget we have a few requests. Subscriptions and Memberships extra
$4g0 to
cover some subscriptions, we want to be a member of utah alliance so Megan can
have a
manbership and utilize the education and training through that organizatio;. website
maintenance, this is civic Plus, the city's website is budgeted anJmaintained through
Economic Development $ I ,564 for increased price. They offer a lot ofbang for the
i'uck.
Phillips - will they help with redesign? Danny yes, they do some on thei;wn, but we
wilr
look at a refresh in a couple of years. we asked ior $6rd increase to help with overtime.
Having Megan work for Economic Development and Events we requireiome extra time
and
evening meetings and preparation for events. capital update on the downtown sound
system, speakers and a better way to utilize. Right now, ii is a cD changer in the
basernent
of Bulloch Drug. The hard wire goes that way, but we want to be able to-control that here.
Mayor - that comes out of the RDA fund. It is s9.034 to do that with an antenna. we
have
also taken care ofthe Bulletin Board at Mayor's Square. The Arts organizations
ask to use
that. we want to change it to a pedestrian electronit sign. we had a cimpany that wanted
to
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it for outside advertising. we found the Shakespeare was in the process ofupdating their
electronic sigr and YESCO is doing that, so we are going on with that and Maria with
Tourism is helping with that, that is $25,000 with warranty and tech support. phillips
Mayor's Park we need to have lighting, it is a dark hole in the nighttime. we need foot lights
on the trees or bushes, it looks like we had some, but they are not working. paul there are
functional sign on the south side by the hotel, they don't belong to us. phillips - there used to
be up lights in that park, I can see where they used to be, they are either broken or not
working, it is dark and not inviting at nighttime. The large ones are the hotels and are not
working properly, the timer may be off.
use

-

Danny - to make you aware of something, the previous Event Director put in a request for
two lighted sign boards. In the past Economic Development worked with the street
department and the two they have are not sufficient. Todd requested funding, in the
meantime streets got two with covlD money. we put that money towards an events truck
instead of the vehicle they have. Engineering has needs for a vehicle, so it would make more
sense. The money approved for sign boards we would like to use towards a truck.

Visiting with the Mayor, we are having a hard time doing is taking care of communication
with the City, not just Economic Development and Events, but a lot we can,t take care
of. It would be helpful for the city to have a PR person; a lot goes on in every department.
There are not enough hours in the day to handle all of that. Phillips that is a good idea,
communicating with the community is a big thing, keep people informed. I know some
departments have dedicated a person for that. It is good to stay in front ofthings and
communicate with the public. They could do social media and FB posting, we have a young
Mayor that does that, I couldn't do that. I think it would help citywide. Danny - we do it
constantly for our departments, but it is focused and we are a tiny part of the City. Melling
this is a good step, my only reservation is there are pros and cons having an inside pR person,
they get in their own heads and lose touch, with an outside entity they are exposed to other
ideas. Would it be less effective rather than allocating funds to an outside entity? Danny
we would be accomplishing the same thing. We now have departrnent when good things
happen it might happen and might not. But to brand the City consistently could be done in
house or out. Phillips - we did both when I was with Shakespeare, the outside was very good
and very expensive. You may have a harder time getting value with an outside firm, but you
do get a fresh perspective. Melling - I know we would not have the same level of
involvement. Some of the experiences we have seen is the desire to have help with pR may
have been worse if it had been done in house versus outside. phillips I look at it
differently, it is not just putting our face out there, we do a monthly newsletter,
proclamations, resolutions. Years before Larry Baker did that for Mayor Sherratt, he was a
good writer and a good designer. Danny - ifyou have a consultant on the outside, you also
need someone on the inside. Hartley - it is not just public relations as the definition but
providing information. If it is not inside, we have to feed the information and then you are
duplicating. Melling - if we realize it is in house PR, we will get the day to day things, but if
there is a real or perceived PR disaster or touchy subject the in house person is likely not as
helpful as an outside entity. Phillips - it is a personality thing. we are looking at more of a
communications person versus a PR person. Mayor - as we have met with different
communication professionals to get an idea and feedback on what others do, it is more not
needs
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PR crisis management, but the way we communicate in 2021 which is different than how we
communicated 5-10 years ago. It is to get the message out through numerous different
channels. Danny - that is true. councilman Phillips was right with the Mayor's newsletter,
this person would find out to get the message out. Melling - my concerns go away if you
call it a communications director, it looks befter to the public. Danny - it should be a person
who can write and communicate and know the best channels to get the information out.
Mayor - we will look through industry and see when it is posted we see how it is marketed
and titled. We can call thern whatever we want.

Evmlg Brad Abrams -

events industry was hit hard with

COVID-l9' We will

have held 10

events at the close of this fiscal year: Slow Roll, Fire Road, Lantem Festival, Half Marathon,
Belgian Waffle Ride, Downtown Lighting Ceremony, Cedar City Star Search, Slow Roll
Spring, Gapyeong Memorial Stone Ceremony and Moonwalk & 5k Run' I am a subset of the
Event is tactics fulfilling the contract. I look at it to promote, recruit, facilitate Cedar City
events. Events are built up and are community driven. I don't know many events that were
city driven. I view events as auxiliary to the community. We reengaged with the Utah Film
Commission and have scouted locations for 3 film opportunities: Retuming Home with
celebrity mountain biker Richie Schley, a short film on the Iron Hills Trails System, we have
a growing mountain bike system; Imaginary Lane Production reach out on a wanted to film
at the Wastewater Treatment Plant; and CNBC's The Profit a business makeover show

-

reality show at Thunderbird Gardens.
The Special Event permits is under me now and I am developing a new process. As we grow
as a city, we have to cover ourselves liability wise with many departments. Phillips - any
event that needs permitting comes through your offtce? Brad - Yes. I can coordinate with
Leisure Services, Police Department and other departments to make sure have proper
insurance, business licenses, sub licenses, alcohol permits, etc. Marketing campaign
approach, every event we have should have premium advertising. It will have an operations
plan, press release, poster campaign, radio ad, film, Facebook/Instagram boost, post-event
survey for feedback. Doing this we brand Festival City in a better way. The lighting
ceremony was picked up by KSL. Summary ofwhat we have been doing.
Budget - I asked promotional in advertising, I have a partnership grant with Iron County
$14,900 with Tourism, they will reimburse the City for those amounts. Increased it to
$26,900. Production budget, I have been charged with consistent events, last year the TRT
was cut drastically 15% because of COVID. I requested 530,000, a $10,000 increase.
Runner series we have issues with insurance, the School District will no longer insure buses,
we have to use shuttle buses and charter buses, that is $ 17,000 increase. Phillips - how often
used? Brad - only % marathon, probably around 900 people. Recruitment, Belgian Waffle
Ride, will bring 1600 entrants, September 25th we have a contract with them, $25,000 for
recruitment. Travel and training, a decrease, I don't see the need for as much travel and
training. Phillips * the school bus, the School District does not want to assume liability.
Brad - St. George marathon is doing the same thing; it is just an insurance thing. Paul
State Risk Management had a small bus roll over going to Logan and they have been moving
this direction since then, that roll over killed everyone on board. We tried a private insurance
policy and that market got harder and harder and the cost skyrocketed. Brad - that cost is

-
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more than the shuttle buses. Mayor - out of TRT and Brads budget is the distribution to
Shakespeare and Summer Games. We are proposing $30,000 to each of those. Last year they
got $ 15,000, it has been between $20,000 and $40,000. I talked to both, TRT was down, you
didn't have anything last year, I told them to get more people in the hotels and we could
increase the contribution next year. Melling - so far this year the TRT is looking prefty
good. Paul - as compared to last year yes. All through COVID it was a decline, this
calendar year we have two months that have increased.

Airport: Ryan Marshall - we

are a little behind. I will give key highlights from each
division, capital projects requested, you have went through the budget. Ifyou have questions
about a line item let me know.
The Airport had a busy year this year and last year. Nick and his crew have done a very good
job managing the Airport, we had to shut down for the runway and then we had to shut down
because of COVID. Major accomplishments was the projects completed, the runway project,
major project, kept it on track, congmtulations on that. Had pavement maintenance around
tanker base and Airport, additional helicopter parking was accomplished. We have a new
sign at the terminal, gives more presence. Phillips - is it lit at night? Nick - yes, it is on a
light switch and it was left off the first night. Also got new fumiture and carpeting. The
FAA gave a lot of support with granting with CARES, they helped keep the airports healthy.
Ryan - Nick has worked closely on $anting opportunities, we were awarded several million
to cover operations for a few years. We have another grant for capital which one is terminal
expansion, and they are l00yo grants. That will help us keep the airport going. Enplanernents
are going up, April was 803. Nick - nationally airports are at 70o/o average and 803 up to
900 in April, so it is close. Enplanement is anyone that buys a ticket and boards in Cedar
City. Ryan - that is SkyWest and Charter flights. Paul -not private? Nick - conect. If we
hit 10,000 enplanements, we get a grant for $l million. We are doing a marketing campaigrr
with SkyWest and Tourism. We have 6 charters for SUU football season, those will help us.
Phillips - does it include fire planes? No. Ryan - they have done a great job.

AIP 036 is taxiway Charlie, norther angled part of taxiway, it will get redone. It started
yesterday. Nick - Charlie-l is the taxiway that veers offon an angle, this pavement was
close to 45-50 years old, the worse on the Airport. When we worked with FAA it is a hold
short line, the planes have to come there and stop and look both ways and radio call to
continue. It is too close to the runway, we had to remove a piece of asphalt and put the hold
line in. It is a total reconstruct, we milled up the asphalt and rebuild the subgrade and new
asphalt. The helipad is part of the grant, crack seal, seal coat and paint. It was to repay the
rotating beacon that was paid by the fuel company because they built a hangar, we paid that
back. Phillips - is the smaller runway used? Nick - yes, smaller planes, sometimes for
FedEx. Not FAA eligible, the State gave us a grant for $777,000 to do that. Our Airport is
looking really good. News says how hard it has been for Airports, I can put in numbers and
generate numbers. $615,000 budget last year, we have made with COVIID $21,460 over that
budget and still have a few months left.

- capital biggest expense is for the expansion; the FAA grant can be used for
expansion. Our holding room would qualiff for the grant, we are looking to do design
Ryan
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proposal for the holding room. If we have larger planes, we need more room. The other is the
entitlement, new snow removal equipment, we have a large broom for snow days, we will
purchase another one, FAA requires more than one, it has been in project schedule for a few
years. Phillips - did we not approve one? Nick - yes, the same one, it takes a long time to
get here. In the bid it was 160 days, they pushed it out to 300 days, they think they will roll it
back, hopefully we will receive it in December. Nick - we have two grants CARES
$ I,065,154 for operation and maintenance and personnel, 100% covered, we can draw down
over 4 years starting Jan 20, 2020, we drew it down $350,000. We have quite a bit left. We
requested another part-time position that grant will help cover that position. The other is $1.8
million, about $2 million in reserve, everything we are spending now we are getting
reimbursed for. Phillips - a new part-time position? Nick -Yes. We have increased takeoff
and landing a lot is more aircraft, tuming on and offlights more often and safety inspections
need to be done more, they will offset that workload. Hartley - expansion ofholding area,
the room would be expanded if we abandoned the two level. Nick - one reason we are doing
it inside the footprint is because of the cost, so we don't have to do an environmental study.
Hartley - even though it is on the asphalt? Yes. Phillips - the lobby is grand. Nick - it is,
we will do glass so you can see loved ones as they wait. Ryan - these are visions we have,
nothing is desigaed, we will seek input before it is done. An architect may have a better way.
We have $l million. Nick - the reason to expand, the hold room only seats 40 people with
no social distancing. We fly 50 passengers now, SkyWest is looking to expand to a 75passenger jet, so we need to expand the area. Phillips - sometimes easiest isn't the best way.

Water: Ryan - it has been very busy for them, you heard some with the large water breaks.
With the maintenance there are major projects they have kickstarted. The larger ones are the
waterline on Bulldog Road, Eagle Ridge Water Line, 1700 West water line loop, will bid
soon. Risk and resilience study that Rob asked by the State to start doing, we have started on
that study to provide to the State. Cathodic protection on some ofthe tanks, I don't know
it is out to bid yet. These are ones on the list we are seeing movernent. That is in addition to
maintenance on the system and the water quality.

if

Capital - water tank at Cross Hollows. We are looking for another well and holding capacity.
We are looking at options to drill and to put a holding tank on Cross Hollow to serve that
side of town, that is the design. Exploration and well drilling. We were trying to get it close
to the Airport, it will be further out, but not as far as Quichapa. 500 West waterline
replacement, we have aging structures that need to be addressed. Rob - it will go from 200
South to 400 South. Currently it feeds from 400 South % down the street, it will lop into 200
South, the line will be upsized. Ryan -we have budget for upsizing. Ryan - We have need
for water redundancy on that side of town. We have aquifers going down. Rob - we dropped
4 wells 50 feet, we dropped to 290 to 300 feet. They are drilled to 980 - 1000 feet, but the
deeper you go the more power we use. Melling - the water tank, what kind of reduction in
power usage are we looking at. We are paying $800,000 a year; will it reduce $20,000? Rob
- I don't know. We are pumping to Cross Hollow tank it is the highest tank. It will also
reduce pressure. Ryan - all Quichapa wells are on one power line. Test wells are not
dropping as much as in Quichapa. Phillips - the water plan update, funding is there, when
was the last one done? Jonathan - 2009. Phillips - we hope to get a lot of good information
on water needs and plans? Melling - or is it infrastructure. Ryan - more on infrastructure,
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where it will need to go. Mayor- in a lot of the budgets we will be doing master plan (MP)
updates. Paul - what questions do you want the MP address? Phillips - the future with all
concems, but also infrastructure. Rob - most expansion is west and south, that is where we
need to concentrate. We had a subdivision by the old racetrack at Project Review and we
don't have anything on that side of the freeway. Phillips - also the use ofall water, even the
WWTP water. Jonathan - in 2009 was the secondary irrigation. We have talked about
expanding that to serve larger users, it can be included as well . Melling - if we did a water
rate structure change would it change the budget? Paul - if we restructure the rates you have
to look at income side of the budget. If we restructure it won't decrease, you will have an
increase in revenue to the water fund. If adopted, we use the existing rate structure to adopt
the budget and run unless we receive money from the rate adjustmatt. By this time next year,
we will have a better idea of the water revenue picture looks like and we will be back talking
tanks, wells and water sources. Melling - if rate adjustment increases on revenue side, we
need to be using the funds. Paul - we can set on rates from revenue to use on large projects,
but impact fees have to be used. The fund has a large cash balance from user rates. Last
time we did this engineering calculated user rates to run the department and build the
account. Ryan - those will be used for the new well. We are engineering and Public Works
is looking at rate structure and trying to come up with a proposal. Phillips tell us about
Aime Ave relocation. Robbie - on the comer we put the line to service the fire hydrant and
Larry Olds connection. They are developing the comer and the water line was shaight. The
water line is on the wrong side for the sewer line, that allows the sewer line to run straight.
Phillips - does the developer pay for this? Robbie - if it wasn't there, but where we put it in
15 years ago and we put it on the wrong side it is us. Adams - on the MP, part of the
process, if we don't bring additional water, all we have is what we have, would part ofthat
be to project a cut offpoint for a moratorium on building ifwe got to a certain level. Paulin light of the water management plan? Adams - yes, but also if we don't have enough
water, wells are drilled, when do we put a moratorium on building because of infrastructure.
Melling - assuming the City doesn't bring in any more water? Adams - any new water in
the basin. Paul - we have projections from Corollo from a few years ago, but it doesn't hurt
to update. Adams - are you running out ofmeters? Robbie 1" meters are 4 weeks out,
anything above 2" is 6 weeks minimum. Not just meters, it is ring and lids also, people have
not been able to get those for over 3 months. Hydrant meters are backordered for 1.5
months.

-

Collections: Ryan

- it is the transmission

lines from town to the Plant. They have a section
they clean and video each year, this year 34 miles of transmission lines cleaned, 36 miles
video, they do a great job of preventing and we have had no backups this year. The
Collection guys have done a geat job. They completed McAruthur Ave, we have had
backups, it is replaced. The other project on this list was the removal chamber, the gravel
moves down stream, we are putting a chamber to catch that before it hits the plant, it is to be
done by the end of July. New projects, capital sewer line rehabilitation project, Eric and staff
identified 5-6 areas for major sewer line replacements. The truck and sewer master plan. A
lot of our divisions that have infiastructure we are updating the master plans. Mayor- the
Cedar Meadow Lift Station is not funded because JefPs crew will do that. It saves us money
and mixes up their work. Phillips - on rehabilitation projects, do we coordinate with Street
Department if we are resurfacing streets? Ryan - we try, but we don't do a great job. We do
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talk in staffmeeting, but the deterioration doesn't follow the schedule. Lift stations cost a lot
to maintain and run. We try to get rid of lift stations, but the Iron Woods development will
have a lift station that will necessitate the rernoval of Cedar Meadows lift station. Look at
designs with lift stations because it costs a lot to maintain, and it is ahazard.

Treatment: Ryan

- the largest project is our new clarifier; it is close to being done and
activated and Eric cannot want to have everyone gone and clean up his yard. It will allow us
extra capacity and the ability to settle some waste and keep controls in place. It is for future
expansion and redundancy. Phillips - does it help if something goes down? Eric - we have
2 clarifiers, and we cannot take one down. It will put 4.8 million gallons per day. In the
winter we load the plant heavy and the loading rate we are pushing the limit on the two we
have; this is a good addition. Ryan - they rebuilt the headworks conveyer, installed 3 new
utility pumps, they were 25 years old. They installed the sludge grinders as well. New
projects, the largest is the 8" water meter coming to the plant. Right now, the water he uses
is a well and if it goes down, he does not have water. This will give redundancy. Melling
they will continue to use the well and this will be a backup? Eric - we are using 30,000
gallons a day; we are splitting it from the Water Conservancy District and the well. Melling
- will they charge for the water usage? Eric - yes. Ryan - the other large project is the
design for the effluent, treating and using it as a secondary source of water for irrigation. We
hope to find a cheaper way. Phillips - the price tag on design, does it help with distribution?
Paul - no, the design for a system to bring the water to type 1 and to store sufficient amounts
of water. It does not design distribution or storage systems. Mayor - it will design what the
State approves. Eric - there are more regulations to get from type 2 to type 1 water before it
leaves the plant. Phillips - does it require additional equipment? Yes. Mayor - design
engineering to get to that point because ofall the regulations. This is one ofthe most heavily
regulated entities in the City. Melling - do we have fiscal analysis? Paul - the City
purchased a study from Corollo in 2018. Hartley - this will take offfrom that. Paul - they
had 6-7 options, WWTP, scalping plant, bring to Cedar City, to direct injection recharge
options, dropping it offfor agricultural use in the valley, evaluated in costs and benefits for
aquifer and community. Melling - the water we can use between ourselves and institutional
users, is there enough or would we need to find other applications. Mayor - treating and
bringing for secondary irrigation. Melling - the amount of recycled water, is there enough
demand to utilize that water from institutional users? Ryan - they looked at a lot of users,
prison, schools, the golfcourse, but with new pond they may not use it, agriculture users.
They calculated the use for each of them. Paul - we can email that to you. Melling - how
many acre feet coming out of the plant each year? Eric - just over 1,000. Hartley - you use
4,000 gallons to run the plant? Eric - 30,000. Hartley - can they use this water in the plant?
Eric - right now we are using chlorine and I cannot get the right flock for bio solids. You can
use UV or dechlorinate, so there is a possibility. Ryan - that is a grey area, where can you
use it. Phillips - I know you are familiar with the Corollo report, is this a good direction to
start with? Eric - I do. I have said for 26 years we have had a good deal, 96% is gravity flow
to the plant. This plant sets in the lowest part of the valley, to reuse you have to get it fiom
the lowest part of the valley into Cedar City. Ryan - you must look at the cost versus the
benefit ofthe water, do we want to put the cost to reclaim the water. Phillips - you can use it
but not used for human contact. Ryan - you have to see what relief from culinary water from
the aquifer. Mayor - until we treat it, we can't use it for recharge. No matter what, to open

-
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options you need to do the next step. Melling - it evaporates. Paul - the Clark Family uses it
on their farm. Melling - I thought there was more water we were using, what are the costs?
Paul - Stantec is the engineer doing clarifiers which is lower than Corollo, their price is
$64,900,000, that includes treatment for type 1, storage of the water, pumps, lines to Cedar
City, storage tank at our end and a solar panel field to run the electricity. The solar field itself
was $ 16 million. Mayor - they have a very expensive utility line item and pumping will only
get more expensive so that is up front cost over the life of the project. Melling that is the
fiscal side I was trying to get at, that is 8 times more than acquiring rights. Hartley - I
thought there was more water than that. Jonathan - 3,200-acre feet. Melling - that is
$20,000 per acre foot. Melling-I thought it was a $12 million project. Paul - these prices
are higher than Corollo.
Garth Green - I read the Corollo Study, we have good type 2 effluent water, and it can water
hay, field com, barley and wheat just the way it is if you deliver it to farmers. There is
3,000-acre feet of water coming out and it is good type 2 water.

If

Melling - type 2 can be used for farm, not the best use, unless they are idling their wells.
we have the water in exchange for idling the wells. I am not opposed, but maybe there are
other ways to put us in a better way. Mayor - this is not a l-year project, it is starting it. We
can work with the farmers in a geogaphic area, putting out an RFP and piping some water.
We have to work on the agreement and contract with the Clarks, in the meantime, it can also
go to the farmers and relieve some of the pressure. Long term for the community, for a
secondary system will be the biggest bang for the buck. Melling - that is where I am hung
up, $20,000 an acre foot for non-drinking water is a lot. Pine Valley will be about that cost
it works out. If the market rate is that high, it was a little over a year ago we had staffpresent
on the other Corollo study on the ground water management plan purchasing agricultural
rights in the valley, it was $4,000 to $5,000 an acre foot. The agricultural uses, unless alpha
alpha. $ 100,000 for a l0-acre field they would get out of their operations. I bet there are
farmers you could approach for $12,000 an acre foot and then idle their well and set on rights
until we need thern later. I don't want to pay a few million for something we decide we
didn't need to spend. Ryan - you have to look at the land application, the State has
requirements on where type 2 and type I can be used.

if

Garth Green - ifthere is 3,000-acre feet you irrigate 1,000 acres ofalpha alpha, that is all.
Pivot I have heard 2.6-to-3-acre feet ofwater. Sod farmers can use type 2 water. You can use
all water presently comping out on 1,000 acres ofhay in the valley and there is a lot more
than that.
Ryan

-

they do a great job with the lab. They do a lot of work for the community.

Solid Waste: Paul - this bud get was inadvertently left out olthe tentative budget; it is new
for you. Jeff asked for a Garbage truck $289,000 and a work truck for $40,000. We are
proposing to fund both. He asked for a few items in line items, increase the garbage can line
item by $8,100, there is never enough money. Ryan - in 2020 472 new cans were added.
This year there have been 577 cans added that is10,689 cans per week, we are up over 1,000
cans each week. We have to replace cans that break. Every year we increase. Jeff- we
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added a driver in last year's budget. Presently the truck we requested, we are running 3
drivers on Monday, the 4th driver fixes and delivers cans. Four trucks go out Tuesday
Thursday. By the end of summer, we will have to work 4 trucks every day. Ryan - the
backup truck is obsolete, it is a French company that went out ofbusiness, we have a hard
time keeping it running. Phillips - revenue is up. Melling - how was spring cleanup? Jefflast year we did 568 loads, year before we did 429, this year we did 398, it bas back to
normal. It took longer this yem because oftraffic. There is no other good time to do it.
Phillips - concrete pieces, enormous trunks. Jeff- people don't read the flyer; we take time
going through the piles. Ryan - we are audited every year; they cannot take everything to the
landfill. Adams - are bags ok? Yes. Adams - you have done a really good job. We have so
much wind, stuffblows everywhere. It is a great service. Hartley - I appreciated that your
people cleaned up in front of the infamous wall.

-

Street: Ryan Marshall - Things accomplished this year are Veteran's street to the cemetery.
Finished area in the Leigh Hill, Eagle Ridge area for street maintenance. We asked for
additional this year, and we will have Bulldog Road next year. As you saw at the Airport,
they did a lot ofthe in-kind match, we appreciate that. Soccer fields they are scraping offa
new parking lot now. They did the Industrial Road by the old railway and cleaned it up. They
do a good job with what they have, maintenance, chip seal and cleaning up. We have in next
year's budget, I 1 00 West rebuild, it will be contracted out. Melling - what section? Mayor in front ofDenny's. Paul - 200 North to the dead end at 400 North. Ryan - we need a total
rebuild. Jeff- it is a fuIl-on mill out and over ex a few feet, we will do a soils test and
recompact. It is falling apart. Phillips - we will work with the businesses as much as
possible. Jeff- that is the problem with the street department, we have a short time frame
because of the seasons. Melling - when you do road rebuilds do you take out water and
sewer? Jeff - we are looking good on the infrastructure, normally like 200 West it will be
sewer, water, curb, gutter, everything. Ryan - 1600 North and Lund realignment, by the fire
Station at the Airport, the two roads don't line up. Joe Thurston Way, connecting the roads to
the other subdivision. Paul - when Leavitt's punched that road by the bank, it want by
existing subdivisions that didn't tie in, this will tie those in. Ryan - the Lund Highway
widoring, south from that intersection. Paul 1600 North to Hwy-56. Phillips - what are we
doing? Jonathan - adding 10 feet ofasphalt. We are seeing a lot oftraffic; it will give it a
shoulder and make it safer. Melling - would it be safer to add a tum lane? Paul - we can do
a striping plan. Jonathan - a center tum lane; we can look at that. Phillips - will we have to
do anlhing with the irrigation ditch? Jeff- we don't go that far. That shoulder is
deteriorating bad. We have funds for Kitty Hawk in front of the Animal Shelter. Jonathan it was supposed to go from the roundabout to Airport Road, we are now looking to do the
project in front ofthe Animal Shelter. Phillips - are we kicking it down the road. Paul when the other areas develop, they will have to do their portion. Mayor - we didn't want to
do it until we knew where the road would go. We are holding the City to our own standard.
Ryan - we talked with UDOT and we will do a traffic study after the roundabout is complete.
Adams - can we clean up the monument sign, the one on Kitty Hawk and Airport Road, it
looks like a rat hole. It is not heavily used but may someday be. The National Guard looks
nice. Ryan - I will ask Schmidt to get it done, we did some trade work, and they need to do
that. Jeff- we will need to do something with the handicapped ramp also. When I went
home yesterday it was solid line of traffic from there to the Animal Shelter and the east side
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was 12 deep. We met with UDOT, Wadsworth got the bid to do the project and the Nichols
Canyon Bridge, it is supposed to start any time, they haven't given UDOT the time, they
could just show up some day. Phillips - we need to let people know. Jeff UDOT is
supposed to be letting people know. Mayor -we are supposed to get a press release, pictures
and all of that when it gets close. Jeff- we will leam a lot with the traffic pattem. Ryan
they are taking both bridges down at the same time.

-

Storm Drain: R yan - the Detention Basin in Sunset Canyon is another project they have
worked on; it is looking good. Paul -the fence is gone. Jeff- we should ask for more of
these. Jonathan - we got all the storage we needed; we did not lose anything. Melling - we
needed 4 feet? Jonathan - yes, we got all the storage capacity in the chambers and it has a
slow release. Paul - it perks. Phillips - what do we see on top, will it be weeds? Paul - I
talked with Don and they are going to hydroseed. The eighbors asked for a park, we will do
a hydro seed of natural vegetation. Hartley - we won't water? No. Jeff- it looks a lot better
than it did, it is all covered. Melling - I told them I don't speak for the City, but if the
neighbors want to do something we could maybe work out a lease to the neighbors. Paul
we do own it. Phillips - this is a hot button issue for us. Melling - if we are the owner we
could work with the HOA. Ryan - we have to protect the manholes. Paul - how much from
the surface to the top ofthe pipe? Jeff-about 5 feet. Phillips - enough for grass? Jeffyes, we screened and got the rock out and it used every bit back on top. The project went
smooth. The swinger to spread the gravel we got local; Steve's Concrete did a great job. Mel
Clark gave us a better deal than we planned on for the gravel. We fell in with the gravel and
swinger at the cost we had just for the gravel. My guys leamed a lot doing it. I would like to
see the city and the developers do this. Mayor - we will add it to the engineering standards
as an option. Melling - ifthe developers plan on that and then putting a park on it. Ryan
with the storm drain and lack ofsnow we have been able to do work on catch basins and
detention ponds. Next year budget is storm drain upsizing, which is there all the time, and
master plan update. Phillips - both myself and Hartley have heard a lot from engineers.
Ryan - a new project not here is the Interstate Drive project. Jonathan - I didn't get bids, we
got estimates. We are requesting $141,000 to do storm drain from the north end oflnterstate
Drive to the culvert on 600 South and a few waterways on Interstate Drive. the City has
drainage on Interstate that is not controlled, dumps on private property, it was done a long
time ago and I don't know why. In order to pass drainage, the City will need to do some
work. Phillips - is this for the 202 I -22 budget? Yes, do we have the funds? Jason - yes. Paul
- There will be two cross gutters. Jonathan - one about Y, way down Interstate Drive and one
by the new project. Melling - have we discussed this with the owners? Jonathan - yes, it is
Jesse Carter, we have been in discussions.

-

-

Phillips - were you having problems getting an equipment operator?
one now.

Jeff-

yes, but we have

CATS: Ryan - ridership is coming back 854 riders in April last year 776 rides this year.
FTA did grants at 100%. We received on and used it. They are in the process of putting
another one out and we will apply for that as well. The capital is a bus to replace one of the
oldest buses, a 2006 with 250,000 miles. It is to replace the bus, it is 80% funded by FTA,
city portion is 20%, it is a good bang for our buck. Phillips - are you able to keep drivers?
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Ryan - yes, she said she needed to hire another one. She has a few resumes. Phillips - have
we had problems with passengers not complying during COVID? Ryan - no, we had more at
the beginning with a driver. About halftvay through FTA came through with strict guidelines
which helped, and gave guidance if you had passengers that didn't follow' Phillips - what
responsibility for the City for the CATS stops, we know it is a problem with the one out
here? Ryan - we ordered that about 4 months ago, and it came in. Mayor - I think someone
was working on that. That was damaged by someone throwing a shopping cart off the
parking structure. Adams - are the dial a ride full? Ryan - yes, it slowed down a little
during COVID, but it has picked back up. Adams - do we need another bus? Ryan - we
have a spare and sometimes the dispatcher goes out. Hartley - is there a way to shorten the
ability to get a dial a ride. Ryan - once they apply, we have one month to approve. They
have to describe the disability and say why they cannot use the fixed route, give release
forms, the doctor has to recommend so we wait on that. Melling - is that so it isn't used like
a taxi? Ryan - yes, it costs more than the fixed route, they must have a qualifuing disability
to prevent them from using the fixed route. Ryan - anyone over 65 can also apply, that is
above and beyond the FTA regulations. Tyler - I am on the CATS board and have not been
to a meeting. Ryan - some committee members work for the State and ask that we not meet
during COVID. We will soon have a meeting.

@!i

biggest accomplishment is the completion of the fleet building. It has relieved
space restraints; Corey is very appreciative ofthat. Ifyou had ever been to the old building
while they were working on big vehicles, they are appreciative of that. Jonathan - there are a
few punch list items that need to be done. Ryan - this allows them to do maintenance on the
large vehicles. They do a greatjob; we appreciate what they do to keep it going.
Ryan

-

Public Works Facilities/Admin: Ryan - in the current budget we had money for asphalt
maintenance. With the Fleet Building they did the asphalt on the two sides. We asked for the
money for asphalt in between so they are not driving through the mud. It is a nicer approach.
I have another $30,000 for the major problem with the parking lot, the SE comer where we
park the garbage trucks, it is dirt and mud, and the rain comes off the roof there. We would
like to finish up asphalting and do some striping. In one meeting you brought up the
building, it is not in the budget, we got bids to sand blast and paint and a site obscuring fence
It was about $20,000 for the painting and about $5,000 for the fence. Phillips - it is a good
facility that needs a face lift. Are you ok with property for your needs? Ryan - it is tight. I
had a proposal to purchase the property behind us and because ofC OVID budgets were
tight, we lost it to Real Line Steele, they bought it. Phillips - I don't see the department
getting smaller. Ryan - we need to build another bay for the sewer system. We talked about
where we took out the MTI lift station to make a satellite area for storage or a department.
Phillips - who owns the property to the south? Ryan - I don't know. We had the option
where Chrysalis is when Rick Holman was here, and we didn't purchase it. The property to
the southeast is owned by Gilbert Development.
Phillips - I forgot to mention to Jeffthat they do a great job keeping the streets cleaned. Ryan
- with additional equipment they have done better with the street sweeping and the weed
abatement on the sidewalks. Adams - who does the maintenance on the irrigation ditch on
Center Street? Ryan - we do it and SW Field also does that. Adams - it gets bad from 700 to
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I 100 West. Phillips - Center Street and 100 West we had an irrigation problon on the SW
corner. Wher UDOT put in that pedestrian walkway, they wouldn't do all 4 sides because it
wasn't safe to get across. UDOT is going to resurface that street next year so I would like
that done before that time. Paul - the irrigation charges $20 a share a year and they operate
on $20,000 a year budget. Phillips - you can't get from the street to the sidewalk there is a
2.5 foot deep. UDOT would stripe it if it was safe to cross. Paul - we have some money in
the budget for these types ofissues, we did the one on Harding. Phillips on 100 West and
600 South there is not a cut at all.

Ensineerin Jonathan - I would like to thank Mayor and Council for your support and
encouragement, I am still leaming and understanding all that needs to be done. I think we
have the best engineering staffin the state, I can see it is a pleasure to work with them. An
overview since July l'r, one of tfe main things we do is process land use applications. We
have processed 4 annexations, 12 easements, 15 general plan amendments, 6 letters to deny
annexation, 10 minor lot subdivisions, I mobile home park, 12 ordinance revisions, 4
property disposals/trades, 24 PUD's, 2 road dedications, 1 RV Park,2l subdivisions
(including amended plats), and 2l zone changes. In addition, we also do city capital projects.
We have 10 projects completed or in I year warranty, 8 currently under construction, 10
projects currently in design, 2 master plan updates in process and 24 miscellaneous projects
and studies in process.
Some goals going forward, a few months we did the online submittal and Trevor did a great
job getting that running. It will be continuing the implementation ofthat. I have heard good
feedback from engineering companies in the City. Provide timely review & response times
for land use items. We are working on Engineering Standard update; we have had
discussions with Home Builders and Engineering companies. We just continue to provide
support to city departments, Planning Commission, Mayor and Council. Goal to get budgeted
capital projects designed, bid and to construction in a timely manner.
We hired Lisa Benson; she has been a good addition. We also make sure the city standards
are followed during construction process getting inspections completed. Adams - as part of
the standards, we have had so many discussions on trails and green space, is it being
discussed as part of the engineering standards? Jonathan - that is more of an ordinance
change. I know there has been discussion on that. Paul - we had one with the Leavitt's
today, I told them I don't know right now, it would be helpful to push that discussion
through. Melling - the biggest part is who owns and manages it. Jonathan - will they be
private or city. Melling - you set your magic number distance wise, and we are above a
certain number ofhouses, then we should have a City maintained park that a developer puts
in to meet our specs. One went to Planning Commission in Old Sonel, with 40-50 homes
within a half mile, that should probably be a private park. Chris Uchman wanted to propose
something with a non-profit entity or something, those are the type ofdiscussions we need to
have. With the Leavitt's and that large of development it is easier to predict the units. Some
ofthe smaller developments are tricky, it should be zoning or subdivision ordinance. Adams
- I guess I was thinking landscaping in commercial, that is probably where I was. I have
worked with HOA's for 30 years, but I don't know how to do it. The issue is if the City
maintains them. We have Hillcrest park that has low density. Ron - our HOA has 7 parks or
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parkways, one by the temple. Two official parks. Melling - I lived across from Hillcrest
Park and it was not used much. Phillips - Ridge Park is used a lot. Melling - the subdivision
puts in but does the City maintain?

Phillips - do you feel confident as the supervisor of the department that you have the staffing
to alo ihis work? Jonathan - yes, I think we are good now, the 4th engineer has really helped.
Phillips - your people are committed to do the department.
Melling - is it sufficient to have park strips. Jonathan - we are looking at road sections and a
rural area. We can look at road sections with a park strip. Phillips - I think we need more
options. Melling - 4 feet is tricky, but 6-8 feet, you could allow a private sidewalk. Jonathan
- we are looking at those. We will also work with local engineers.
As far as budget, not much. We requested additional money for public notices. Decrease in
travel and training, a lot can be done online now. Office supplies increase. We requested
new software for review ol66qrings, we purchased it in this budget and are using it. There
is ongoing maintenance fee for that software. No new personnel at this time. In the future
we would like to add an assistant city engineer, other cities have that position. We are also
looking at another CAD operator, Troy Maxwell does an excellent job but is maxed out. He
does a lot for the Public Works departments. Phillips - he was great help on the Cemetery
project as well. Jonathan - GIS and CAD are something we are looking at in the future. You
see a decrease in our budget this year. Adams - has Trevor passed his test? Jonathan - no,
we have moved him up to senior engineer, the increase won't be totally done until that is
passed. Mayor - he took the test but has not got the results. Jonathan - he does a great job.
Phillips - you have done a great job and are open to different ideas.

Communitr Promotions: Mayor

- event promotions the Council asked for that to be
grants.
the
one
we
Image
campaign to help fund and do the marketing with the
increased,
do
new communications person, this helps do printer marketing, get information out. The
volunteer/youth city council for 4-H, the Youth Volunteer Corps until we get the Youth City
Council back. The schools were hesitant this year to have everyone involved, we will look
for an advisor in the future. This will go to the 4-H program this year. Phillips - it was not
listed in the 20-21 budget, but we approved them with some funding. Mayor - that was the
youth volunteer corps. Family support is $5,000 that is what we started the other
organizations and then we raised them when they did fund raising. Hartley - have they been
a budget item, would it be $5,000? Yes. Fireworks cost more money. Paul - we had to delay
the lighting of the city show because of the fires, we asked him to price out having a
company come in and shoot those, we didn't feel comfortable going that direction.
Phillips - nothing for intergenerational poverty, the County has supported them with some
funds, what does the council feel about it. The pitch to us was by supporting this it would
help with education to get them jobs and not in the jails and juvenile delinquent system.
Mayor - I am the Co-chair. The reason it is not in is because I asked them to meet with the
School District, SW Tech, and the Legislature. They are not willing to take this to the
Legislature from the School District or SW Tech. It indicated to me that it is not a major
priority from the schools or the technical college to push it forward and so it gave me pause
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where the educational institutions didn't want to support. Phillips president wood did not
want to talk with the Legislature? Mayor - No. I asked them to talk with the Governor since
it is his passion and none ofthem was willing to press forward. If the schools don't see it as a
priority, then is there something missing. we have worked with the other organizations, care
and Share and Children's Justice Center. Hartley - I had concems, there was no way they
could direct the money to the intergenerational kids. Mayor - this is not a way to identi$, the
students. The State can based on the records, food stamps, housing, free and reduced lunih,
but from agency to agency it is not shared, not even the schools share. The program we
worked on we said it will help the students in intergenerational, but if kids are in 4-H or after
school program, we will not tum a student away. With trying to do free tuition there has not
been a way to identiff the students which is a good thing but challenging to do those
progmms. It would end up being any student that came through that was in high school
would get free tuition. Hartley - that worries me, so I was not comfortable. Mayor- not just
Cedar, any student from anywhere in the County. We have done a ton of in-kind with the
City staffin monitoring and tracking grants. Jason and Danny have done a lot of work this
past 5 or 6 years, and we have made great strides, but you won't see fruits of what we have
done for years to come. Melling - as long as the message is we want to help, but this is not
the best way to do it. Mayor - we have done that with putting the committee together, doing
the grants and trying to make an impact in the individuals lives.

Phillips - after the two days of presentations, I have 3 or 4 concerns with the budget, that is
all, you have done a remarkable job.
May 26th is when you formally adopt the tentative budget, that is draft format. You
have been presented concepts and details. We can talk know or you can email back and forth
the with the Mayor and City Manager or meet with them, we will funnel information to final
decision making. I will update the budget and present any changes before you adopt the
tentative and the final budget. Mayor - the fee schedule will be amended. Jason - Tyler will
Jason

-

prepare the fee schedule.

Phillips - (l) Recreation, I feel strongly we need to provide incentive and suppoft to Jen
Weaver. With the idea we are most likely not going to proceed with the rec center. Give
$8,000 to $10,000 so she can be competitive with umpires. (2) Same lines, I would be
willing to go talk with the School Dishict about using the fields at the schools for soccer, that
will help elevate some of this. Hartley - also work better with elementary for winter use of
gyms for basketball practice. Paul - she sent a list to the School District for the sports, gyms
and future sports. They talked with School Dishict and they cannot provide the space for
recreation. Philips - can they meet any of it? Mayor - we will meet, and they will give
parameters, we want something more formalized. Melling - even if the issue School District
staff, ifthey opened 20 hourly custodian positions for contracted events and had parents or
coaches and paid the costs ofthat, it is cheaper than other options. Phillips - (3) we should
consider the seeder for the Golf Course that can be used in parks and cemetery; (4) Police
Department, the $22,000 for the 7 officers, it might be worth it if we can swing that. It is a
morale booster and better for us and demonstrate that we care about them.
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Hartley - all ofthose Scott had. (1) Jen asked about a sidewalk for ADA to see if we can go
from one end to the other to the ball fields. Paul - it was not a request in the budget. Hartley
(3) the roof
- but it is a grcat problem; (2) Golf Course to fertilize twice a year for $4,420;
for the club house, may fall under RAP Tax. Jason - it was not built by RAP Tax. Paul - no
city owned facility was built by RAP Tax funds, they still qualifu. Hartley - (4) in January
the Fire Department talked about purchasing the Tender, they needed $21,000, we told them
to wait, it ii now $46,000 more and if we wait until July there will probably be another
increase. Ifthey have funds in the reserve, can we not fund that. I don't know the
technicalities. Ii is for use ofa structure fire also, notjust wild land. Paul - the problern with
the capital reserve fund the county and Enoch put in that. Jason - we have enough cash on
hand if we wanted to forward that money, it was not a city recommendation to use the
restricted funds as a loan. we have $8 million in capital improvernent fund; we don't need to
borrow from a restricted fund. Paul - how do we account for that in years to come. One
drawback we told Mike, accounting for funds is not his train of thought. We were concemed
with the accounting of the funds. Hartley - it could cost us $50,000 in waiting. Mayor - the
way we set up the wildland program, when you eam the money, you can come and propose a
piece of equipment. He gets really excited, and we are glad he does, but there is the aspect of
the philosophy behind it is the program is self-sustaining. Hartley - even if it is available for
structure fires. Lanore Warby called me about this, and I don't know the details. Paul - the
main use is to bring water to a fire; the relative value is not high in town because we have a
pressurized system. I don't know what structural itans they add that we don't have on other
vehicles. Phillips - won't they use the truck in the County. Hartley - would it have to be
used with a fire truck or can it be used alone? Jason - fire equipment goes up 57o every year,
a piece of equipment we want to be 5 years from now would be cheaper to borrow intemally
and buy it now. We could buy a million things to stay in front of costs. The business plan is
cash on hand, and we are trying to hold them to that. Administering the plan is cash on hand,
we don't want to get in a situation where we buy $750,000 and have $250,000 on hand and
then we have wet years and don't generate any money. That is just us sticking to the plan. It
is not an issue ofright or wrong, but if we change how, we do it to stay ahead ofcost
increased we would have to rethink and then we have exposure ifthey don't generate the
money. Mayor - the tender can be used in the County, Cedar City property it is not going to
be as useful as something else, that is why we wanted them to have the wildland money and
the general fund for equipment to help Cedar City residents. A lot is how will it tie back to
the primary issue not the second which is wildland.
you covered it atl. Hartley - I forgot, I know the County contributed a lot through
Maria Twitchell for marketing and advertising, is there a chance the County would up the
$25,000 they contribute each year to the Airport? Jason - they do some smaller grants'
Phillips - I know a member of the Airport Board has met with a Commissioner requesting an
increase to the Airport and the Commissioner said he would consider it. The County gets a
lot out of our Airport. Mayor - we have gone back and forth on this a lot.

Ron

-

Melling - my two items were covered by Councilman Phillips, the Police Department and
the school district for recreation. It is like they need 20 hourly positions. Adams - I don't
think it will solve the problern, for the City to put down some basketball courts outdoor with
asphalt. The timing is not adequate because they play during the winter. Hartley - it helps
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the citizens, maybe not the leagues. We don't have any ofthose. Paul - the elementary
schools all have outdoor basketball courts. Mayor - Main Street park the grass gets used so
much. We could do Bicentennial. Melling - winter is a concem, but only about 12 days you
can't play. Paul - where at Bicentennial? By the skate park. Mayor - we offered the dog

park that property. Hartley - why didn't they take it? Mayor
year lease, the wanted the property deeded to them.

-

they would not do the $1 a

ADJOURN: Councilmember Phillips moved to adjoum at 5:02 p.m.; second by
Councilmember Hartley; vote unanimous.

Renon
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